reading and writing 1B
> Reading

2 	Read the text and answer the questions.
1. What country does Tom live in?

AN UNUSUAL JOB

He lives in Kenya.

2. Where does he work?

1 	Read the text and decide if Tom:
a. loves his job

b. likes his job

c. doesn’t like his job

d. hates his job

3. What time does Tom start work?
4. What Does Tom do in his job?

Tom N’Boto works in one of the many
national parks in Kenya. Tom tells us what he
does at work at the start of his day.

5. When do many of the animals get up?

Interviewer: Tom, what time do you start
work?
Tom:
Well, I start work very early
— at 5:30 in the morning.

6. Does Tom have a problem with getting up
early?
7. What do the animals do at the lake?

Interviewer: That is early! Why don’t you
start later?
Tom:
Well…our job is to look after
the animals. Most of them get
up when the sun comes up
— so we do, too.
Interviewer: Do you have a problem with
getting up so early?
Tom:
No, not at all. I can see all the
animals coming to drink at the
lake. It’s a beautiful sight. I
never get tired of it. I’m very
happy I can see them all every
day.
Interviewer: Can you touch them?
Tom:
No, not usually, They’re wild
animals. Sometimes I can
touch a baby, but its mother
usually comes over and stands
in between us.
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8. How does Tom feel when he sees the
animals?

> Writing
3 	Imagine that you are the writer of the article.
Continue the interview with Tom. First, write
some questions and answers. Think of some
of these things:
• what hours Tom works, and who Tom
works with
• what animals he sees
• what the animals eat and drink; what
they do; where they sleep
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